Let us safeguard the success of your microgrid project

MICROGRID SOLUTIONS
BY DISCOVERGY
Sell your self-produced electricity
to your tenants

Beneits
Sustainable and decentralized energy supply
Additional income and return as power supplier
Reduction of property charges

www.discovergy.com

The power supply of the future is decentralized
The energy supply of the future will be digital and decentralized. The upheaval brought about by the expansion of PV
and combined heat and power generation (CHP) is already in full progress. The next step is now made possible by
the help of smart electricity meters: decentralized, intelligent power grids (smart grids). Thanks to our comprehensive
landlord-to-tenant power supply services, you can easily sell electricity produced on site through PV systems, CHP
units as well as other systems of electricity production to your tenants. Our services will not only ensure smooth
implementation, but also supply you with the right tools for eicient pricing, invoicing and management of microgrids.

Who beneits from microgrids?
Property Owner

Property Manager

Real estate owners increase their income
by selling their self-generated energy and
increase the value of their real estate.

Property managers with several properties
and hundreds of tenants create new business opportunities by acting as energy
suppliers.

Energy Providers

Tenants

By providing microgrid electricity, energy
providers create favorable green energy
conditions and strengthen customer loyalty
in the long term.

Residents of buildings with landlord-totenant power supply beneit from low-cost
green electricity and energy transparency
thanks to the Discovergy Portal.

The Discovergy all-in-one solution for microgrids
Microgrids are ideally suited for implementing new sustainable energy models. Tenants beneit from cheap electricity,
generated locally, while landlords increase their income and therefore the value of their property by selling the selfgenerated energy. The good news is: With our “Software as a Service” (SaaS) solution for eicient pricing, billing and
management of microgrids, we enable the long term success of your microgrids.

Various production technologies

Smart energy management

Discovergy supports PV, wind turbines,
power storage, microgrids, and combined
cycle CHP power plants.

Analysis of power generation and consumption within seconds – for operators
and consumers.

Integrated customer management

Auto-billing

Simple administration of customer and
contract data in case of customer or tariff
changes.

Automatic generation of monthly consumption bills, including payment processing & reporting.

Independent metering point operation

E-Mobility

Development of your own business as an
independent metering point operator by
acquiring, monitoring and optimizing metering points.

Microgrids will also enable a climatefriendly transport model. Charging stations with metering and billing features
are already part of our projects.

How to implement microgrids with Discovergy
As a leading full-service provider for smart metering, Discovergy offers a comprehensive package of services for
the implementation of landlord-to-tenant power supply. In the initial planning phase, we create a customized measurement concept for your property and handle the coordination with the responsible network operator. Once the
measurement concept has been approved, we install our smart metering technology and create your landlord-totenant power supply platform (microgrid) in the Discovergy Portal. The microgrid is now ready for regular operation.

Measurement Concept
Our widely used summation meter model continuously
records the production of local power plants, consumption from and feed-in into the public grid as well
as the consumption of each rental party.

Coordination with the network operator
The accuracy of our measurement concepts is a
guarantee for the approval of the projects by the local
network operators. From a Discovergy point of view, we
can proudly claim that in Germany none of our microgrid concepts have ever been rejected.
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Smooth installation
Thanks to our many years of experience we can guarantee that your installer network will carry out the smart
meter change quickly and efficiently and we will provide
detailed instructions and assistance.

Design of the Microgrid
After our measuring technology has been installed,
there is only one step left: connecting all the meters in
our portal to form a microgrid that enables consumption-based billing.
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Production meter
Summation meter
Participator of landlord-to-tenant power supply
Tenant supplied by third-party

Our most frequently used measurement concept for landlord-totenant electricity: the summation meter model

Microgrid-management with Discovergy
Even after the technical implementation is completed, Discovergy remains a reliable and innovative partner, guaranteeing the cost-effectiveness of your microgrid project for years to come. We offer the right tool for eicient pricing
and invoicing of landlord-to-tenant electricity projects using our microgrid-platform, in order to keep the effort for
operational management to a minimum. In addition to the intuitive management of electricity tariffs and the data on
customers and contracts of landlord-to-tenant electricity, our billing system also enables automatic, consumptionbased billing per residential or business unit.

Rates

Meter

Customers

Billing

Customer management

Settlement

Discovergy offers an intuitive platform for
the easy-to-use management of microgrid
customers and contract data. You can
create or remove customers with just a
few clicks, e.g. when changing tenants.

Our landlord-to-tenant power supply
platform enables the automatic, consumption-based billing per housing unit and the
option of storing a mandate reference as
well as generating a SEPA file.

Tariing

Cost neutral

Microgrid operators can use our billing
system to create electricity tariffs, which
are then used for invoicing. The annual or
seasonal adjustment of tariffs is equally
simple.

Stay lexible in your inancing model by,
for example, separately reporting costs for
metering point operation and, if necessary,
allocating them to your tenants.

www.discovergy.com

Our microgrid references
Decentralization of the energy supply is one of the most important factors for successfully completing the large-scale
transition towards energy eiciency. The future of ecological production and more conscious consumption can only be
found off the beaten track. That Discovergy is not alone in this endeavor can be seen in the over two hundred landlordto-tenant power supply projects that Discovergy and its ambitious partners were able to implement. With this large
number of projects, Discovergy has become one of the two largest providers of tenant power services in Europe.

Microgrid project in Troisdorf: Up to 98% energy self-suicient

Project overview
Client: Scholzen Immobilien.
Location: Troisdorf (North Rhine-Westphalia).
Discovergy smart meters provide monitoring of energy
low between PV systems, heat pumps, energy stores
and main meters.
A total of 75 residents in 24 apartments receive
cheaper, self-generated electricity - making them up
to 98% autarchic.

„The smart meters supplied by Discovergy enable
continuous monitoring of the energy low between
the PV system, heat pump, energy storage and main
meter which is then visualized on their portal.“

Frank Scholzen
Managing Director, Scholzen Immobilien

The “Postareal” in Kehl am Rhein: over 60 different parties in a microgrid
Project overview
61 tenants in three buildings, including a bakery, a
bank office, and a hearing aid acoustician.
Over 60 smart meters installed. Transparency for
tenants and owners thanks to Discovergy portal.
Two CHP units (5.5 kWhel each) and a peak load boiler.
80% of the tenants are supplied with electricity from
the CHPs.
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„The sale of electricity and heat to the tenants has
created a win-win situation. The electricity price is
below the local average and the costs for heating
are passed on without a proit surcharge.“

Michael Huber
Managing Director, Energiekonzept Ortenau GmbH

Microgrids for municipal utilities and energy suppliers
Landlord-to-tenant electricity offers municipal utilities and energy suppliers a number of advantages. You can offer
your customers eco-friendly green energy at very reasonable prices and thus create strong customer loyalty over long
periods of time. Additionally, basic energy suppliers can win customers outside their actual geographic reach through
microgrid projects. In this way, you can further expand your business portfolio and play a pivotal role in the renewable
energy developments of your region.

Polarstern and Discovergy integrate 200 tenants in one microgrid project.

Project Overview
Polarstern uses the Discovergy services. Our
measurement concept makes accurate billing
possible.
The home-owner provides the space on his rooftop.
Polarstern operates a PV plant and sells green
electricity to tenants.
Tenants save around 10% compared to local energy
suppliers.

„Right from the beginning, we wanted all data to
be captured and processed automatically. This is
only possible with smart electricity meters and
Discovergy is, in our eyes, the technological
market leader in this ield.“
Florian Henle
Managing Director, Polarstern Energie

TWS expands product portfolio as microgrid and metering point operator
Project Overview
Four microgrid projects have already been implemented by TWS and Discovergy.
TWS acts as an independent metering point operator
thanks to Discovergy‘s services.

„Discovergy enables us to act as an independent
metering point operator with our services - this is extremely valuable for us in terms of customer loyalty.“

Jürgen Henninger
Sales Special Customers, TWS

Groundbreaking
technologies

About Discovergy
For 10 years and with more than 80 employees, Discovergy has been working tirelessly to offer smart metering solutions with real customer beneits to make energy consumption transparent through real-time data collection. The
in-house development of a multi-division gateway for high-resolution data covers all relevant applications around
metering point operations for electricity and gas, but also submetering for heat and water or microgrids. Discovergy‘s
customers include business and residential users, municipal utilities, energy suppliers, grid operators as well as the
real estate industry.

The transition to renewable energies will only work
if we manage to optimize our consumption!
We would like to do our part and
assist you in this endeavour.
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